It’s funny how things in life happen.
Especially as we get older.
A few weeks ago, early one morning before going to work, I was just
looking around the Internet at various websites about Military tracked
and wheeled equipment and found an interesting forum thread that had
some cool information and photos.
And then, for whatever reason, someone just felt they had to randomly
toss in the above picture with a caption that read,
“Hey, how about driving one of these?”
I froze as so many memories started rushing out since I was one of the
lucky ones assigned to driving and testing of these fantastic vehicles.

From that point on, I was on a research mission.
I think I used every keyword, search phrase and phonetic description I
could remember to help in my research.
As I was gathering data from the past, I thought how cool the Internet
has made uncommon knowledge and information so easy to find. Most
sources were good but they were more like quick tech articles written to
give a short description about abilities and firepower without getting into
much actual FAV substance.
And then one particular Website started to stand out as being a lot more
personable to me and was definitely aimed directly at what I was
looking for…
Showing as much information as possible about “The FAVs”
From the history page on explaining the Military Concepts to the videos
& photos followed by awesome information like, “Where are they now”
plus also finding computer scans of the original manuals.
And on top of all that, there was the stories section…
But by far the absolute best page for me contained the progress of an
original FAV being restored and the owner who was actually
documenting the restoration of what he was doing himself on that
original FAV! Just looking at those awesome photos in his garage was
such a great inspiration that triggered so many memories which helped
me remember so much.
As I learned more about the content of this site, I realized that I needed
to contact the Webmaster and hopefully add whatever I could.

Before Ft. Lewis, I was in the 82nd Airborne, where one of the things I
got to do, was driving Officers, documents and packages to their various
meetings and locations.
Upon transfer to Ft. Lewis, I was told that I was now stationed where a
new proving ground was being built for creating and evaluating,
"Armed Off-Road Vehicles Designed for Quick Attack and
Reconnaissance".
:-)
Here is the sequence of events that stand out the most for me with the
supporting documents I have kept to help me remember this really cool
stuff as best as I can from over 34 years ago.
1. Initial OPSEC and Pre-Arrival Classes
2. Hands-On Training and Practical Application
3. The Co. Cmdr Vehicle, with the Avionics-Guided, Navigation…
“Thing”
4. Equipment Show with the VIP’s
5. My little addition to this adventure
6. Off duty time with Friends and my “personal dissecting” of the
FAVs
7. A very needed “Thank You”

1.
Along with all the regular daily routines Infantry gets to do, we started
getting closer to hands on training with the FAV’s. Anticipation for me
was building inside as we were sent into various rooms for classes
containing information on Training Events and Overall Goals.
Then we got more details, (in reference to being in actual Live
Missions), to the specific actions and responses as to what we and the
FAV’s were expected to do.
While researching and organizing my memories, I read various terms on
internet Forums referencing what we were taught early during in our
class containing procedures and goals. The terms I read were trying to
describe one of our Primary Objectives; it was called “Enemy
Harassment”
The earliest FAV event I remember is an OPSEC class where they
discussed security concerns and that we were in a testing facility that
was selected to operate prototype equipment.
They also had us read and sign the following two page DA-2496
Disposition Form.
I believe that this is a generic, non FAV-Specific document, but I do
remember during this class, hearing about unpleasant Military Penalties
for leaking information, restricted photographs and other such frowned
upon activities.

Here are both sides of my DA-Form 348 from one of the other classes
on driver responsibility of the FAV.

We were told the FAV’s had not arrived yet, so we taught the basic
maintenance of any average vehicle, using a Jeep and using the
OperationT.B. for the M-151, on how to perform simple field checks
and maintenance.

And they also conducted classroom hands on tests to make sure that we
could properly identify an engine oil dipstick and return it to its proper
operating position.

An interesting note to me on the form that came from this class is the
addition of the M718A1, Font Line Ambulance in Section 1, entered in
on 1 Nov 82. The Special Qualifications column references this SEC III
training class.
I remember much later, when we were in the field for extended periods,
a training class in which we were broken down into small groups for
hands-on with these ambulance fitted Jeeps.
I don’t quite remember ever operating one, or most possibly, we just
made a quick, “Turn Left at the Next Sagebrush”, type test drive for our
qualification.
I remember thinking it was odd training from the other events and also
that we were broken down into 3 small groups for a more involved class.
They talked with us about how the FAV’s would be modified with the
stretchers and the harnessing of our fellow soldiers or others in need.
Plus, they wanted us to be absolutely clear on one of the most crucial
elements needed to succeed; using the Chain of Command to receive the
needed support and cooperation of other Military Units to most
effectively, get-in, get-out, get-home.
Arrive Alive
This class makes a lot more sense to me now after reading the excellent
“FAV History” put together by the Webmaster of this Site. I realize
now, that during this Field Class, this was the Army’s description of a
“FAV Extraction Tool”.

Here are both sides of the DA-Form 348 for the FAV Qualification.
Unfortunately, not much more FAV
information.

Also, here are the front and back sides of my issued Operator ID Card.

Wow, I also just realized as I was removing personal information, that my SS# is
one digit incorrect!

2.
“They” arrive to us for hands on training.
So many mental pictures of all the different training events I have are
difficult, and outrageously fun, to try and sort, but I can remember
several times waiting in different places for the FAV’s to arrive by
various delivery methods.
According to what I have saved, my actual foot on Base arrival was 31May-82, and it seems about a month or so later that they introduced us to
the FAVs.
Before thier initial arrival, I remember wondering why I was getting
these classes and I had not even seen one yet! Back then, even though I
was looking, I had no idea where they were.
I think I recall the first time was at an on-base train depot using the
raised docks to off-load the FAV’s out of semi-trailers.
In conjunction with this, I also have a strange early memory that I
cannot place with the line of us and our FAV’s, plus our individual
equipment, in front of a very large, really nice house but I can’t
remember where this fits in, or perhaps this was part of the initial arrival.
But however they arrived, it was quite an event for us and the internal
excitement level, especially within me, was always at maximum as we
launched ourselves into the vehicles that were given us to drive.
Of the cool things I remember, one of the best was all of us professional
soldiers acting like a bunch of kids on Christmas Morning as we were
waiting and organizing, and listening to the FAV's as they were warming
up for one of our live drives.

For driver assessment of us on the FAV’s, they started us with simple
maneuvers on smaller courses to teach basic steering and stopping
operation, overcoming small obstacles, and how to not run over each
other.
As training progressed, we were moved to more advanced skills and
courses and taught things such as rapid acceleration, high speed braking
and powering through turns at high speed.
It’s quite amazing to me how I still vividly remember the feeling of
when the front of my FAV instantly shot skyward when the right front
tire connected with a left rear tire of the vehicle ahead, caused by me
incorrectly following to close.
We also learned hill climbing & descending W/O rolling and evasive
driving with the use of the lever operated steering brake between the two
seats. They also taught us communications between vehicles and
tactically advancing toward Target Objectives as a group.
From there we went on to the actual training applications on multiple
terrains. We got to drive through everything from wide open fields,
water crossings, narrow mountain trails, snow covered hills and any
other really great areas they could think to put us through.

During one session learning to use the steering brake while attempting to
navigate an open field in an “S” shaped path, and I ran sideways into a
tank pit used for concealing large armored vehicles at about 35- 40 Mph.
The FAV had to be hauled due to a bent front axle but the rest of the
frame was fine. The visor popped off the helmet and other than being a
bit sore, I was ready, excited and good to go.

Night Training events, which usually started at 00:01, were really great
to me as we grouped up and drove out. For whatever reason, throughout
my life, just driving off any location for any event has always been my
favorite part. I can still see us moving through the dark in low light
condition using flashlights & maps and killing the motor to listen for the
sound of other engines to know who’s around. And the absolute best was
the sounds of high engine RPM and watching the headlights bouncing
around as we were being trained to do the “FAV Dance”.
It is so strange how I can still recall how it felt climbing into the driver’s
seat with the helmet, latching together the seat harness, starting the FAV
and feeling the controls. I can still remember the waiting while gathering
to move for the various events and thinking on what was about to
happen.

Even though these events were all live simulation and evaluation, sitting
low in a padded seat within a skin of fiberglass, strapped up like a
paratrooper waiting for the go-signal while looking out from an armed
racing frame with a steering wheel as you and your co-driver are busy
organizing movement and securing equipment and then getting to watch
him, as he’s smiling hard while he also runs through pre-fire checks on
the M-60, is still an awesome memory and an obscenely long sentence.
Training progressed further and as we got more acclimated to the
FAV’s, we were spending more time out in the field.
I got to move around a lot as a kid so this was great for me as I have
always loved being outdoors.
My Father’s job involved extensive travelling and when he could, loved
taking us everywhere in this great Country. So for me, both pre and post
Military, this experience way out in the sticks away from the Base, and
everywhere else, was nothing less than fantastic.

Prior to my transfer to Ft. Lewis, my field experiences in the Airborne
were some of the best of my best lifetime thrills. And then after that,
along with my insatiable love of Hot Rod vehicles, what I received from
the “Always First” Battalion, was a dream come true.
I’m really happy I saved what I have to help retain accuracy, since back
then, I really “kind of knew” that this was a very special place to be
assigned to. I did not realize at that time that I got to be a part of almost
every aspect of what the FAV (EXP) Program was actually all about.
And most importantly, the historical reason for our “unique training”
and the FAV existence.
And then Wham!!! 34 years later, I stumble onto a website…

Anyway, as far as delivery & extraction systems go and referencing this
picture;

I remember a Field Class and Live Exercise, with a CH-47 Chinook,
where we received training on preparation and extraction of the FAV’s.
Funny how I still remember sitting in the group with the FAVs off to the
side and waiting for the aircraft as they taught the procedure.
They showed us how to secure the vehicles together and attach the
cabling, the hand commands for directing the pilot and the proper
harness attaching method. I also seem to remember that there were four
FAV’s that we setup in a back to back quad formation.
For the “Lucky Individual” who was actually standing on top holding
the loop during the extraction, they showed us where to be on the FAV’s
while holding the harness for the descending helicopter to hook-up.
I was not that “Lucky Individual” during our live exercise, but we were
all close enough to be a part of what was going on. I can still feel those
thousands of currents and waves of air pressure pulling and shoving me
in every direction possible all at the same time combined with the shockwave of sounds and then watching this large mass of hovering aircraft
within what seemed only a few meters above.
Awesome.
I also remember how they really, really, overly-stressed solid standing
points while hooking the cable, and specifically, how to hold it correctly
so that you would not be electrically blasted off of the FAV’s if you
accidently touched the opened metal hook.
It contained a high voltage solenoid and was held open by the pilot of
the aircraft until he received the lock signal from the designated ground
soldier.

Moving on to one of the other Primary Objectives of the FAV’s, the
armament to me at that time was just out of this world. I have always
been fascinated by all different areas of weaponry.
I remember at my first Military base, thinking that I was near a drag strip
as I could hear distant echoes of those deep roars that the Top Fuel and
Funny Car engines make heating up their tires with those great, short, ½
throttle burnouts.
And then being told, “No newbie, that’s just Vulcan practice”.
Wow, what an absolutely cool flashback.
I couldn’t believe the firepower that was attached our FAV’s and now
that I think about it, it must have been quite the experience for the
engineers to design a, “Hey, let’s try this weapon and see what the thing
can do!” type vehicle.
Our vehicles we were supplied with some really cool FAV-Factory
options. They were fitted with the M-60 7.62 Cal Machine Gun, the M-2
.50 Cal Machine Gun, the M-220 TOW Missile Launcher and the MK19 40mm Automatic Grenade Launcher.
I don’t think I ever saw the 30mm Chain Gun, as I believe I would have
remembered it.
However, during our qualification events out in the field, I do remember
us hearing rumors about “other weapons testing” going on and a vehicle
over turning from excessive recoil.
As much as we all tried to find out, we were not given any details or
what weapon was used at the time, so we just assumed it was the M-2
maybe firing sideways during fast movement or something.

I absolutely love the photos I have found of this prototype and that
impressive mounting system for the weapon.
(I just could not resist putting in these internet pictures I found :-)

I truly wish I would have been good and lucky enough to be the Selected
Driver for the evaluation of that FAV.

Right side peripheral vision seems a bit impaired,
But, my God, what a fantastic ride that must have been.
Talk about Enemy Harassment!

As I said, the weapons to me were just incredible, imagine sitting in a
racing seat while holding onto a Butterfly Triggered M-60, or leaning on
a roll bar while firing and feeling that wonderful, massive recoil of
everyone’s personal favorite, the M-2 .50 Cal.
I have fired a lot of guns in my lifetime, and absolutely none of them
stand out like the M-2.
I remember at my first M-2 qualification, they had a piece of plate steel
hanging for a visual display at the range. It was about 3 feet by 3 feet
and approx. ¾ inch thick.
However, visually, it was actually about 9 square feet of .50 caliber
holes held together by thin strands of ¾ inch thick steel.
And there were three bullets on the back side that did not make it all the
way through.
I also have always had a very large fascination with Ballistics and this
looked pretty darn cool.

I can still remember qualifying on the MK-19 Launcher using the “Sun
Roof” of the FAV. The day was perfect for a range session and I loved
the slow, leisure cyclic rate of the launcher followed by watching the
mini-craters it created down range.

Here is the Score sheet I received for the MK-19

And the MK-19 Qualification Standards, Pages 1-3 attached to my score
sheet.

3.
In addition to the cool communications equipment the vehicle for the
Company Commander had, for a short time I believe, it also contained a
wonderful navigation device that was mounted into it.
Someone speculated it was borrowed from an aircraft and it definitely
looked like it, but I don’t know. I remember out in the field, watching
people that were not part of our Company working with it, along with
our unit leaders and then we were brought over for a short class on data
entry and then practical application of group movement.
I wish I could remember more details about this device since I can
remember being so amazed at its complexity, setup and usage. It took a
significant amount of time to warm up and you could hear at least two
internal gyros spinning and whining until thier pitches were inaudible. I
believe the data we entered was in 11 Digit Grid Coordinates and for up
to seven Target Reference Points, but the devices’ options and
capabilities were quite a bit higher.

4.
There was another event where there was an outdoor show of various
vehicles and aircraft including the FAV for both Military and Civilian.
Sort of an equipment show where I saw an attack helicopter, Cobra
maybe? Demonstrating the HSS Helmet Sight System.
I remember being fascinated by the systems involved with moving the
barrel with the pilot’s visor.
There were a lot of military Officers and Civilian suits. They also had a
demo track for the FAV and on a run for one of the civilians, I was told
to “Show him what the vehicle can do”. We slid, jumped and bounced
all over a couple of times around the track and came back with a bent
wheel, and a really hot motor.
I can’t remember if he said anything but I believe he did enjoy the ride.

5.
My Primary MOS was 11-H, TOW Gunner, and I became quite
enamored and attached to this weapon and its operation. Excitement was
an understatement while sighting in through the thermal night vision
optics at a chunk of tank that was heated up down range.
Luckily for me, they saw my enthusiasm and allowed me to teach fellow
soldiers how to setup, operate, and hopefully accurately engage this fun
missile with a reasonable amount of expected success.

{I loved it when they called out my name… :-}

This isn’t my live fire, but to this day, I can still feel the adrenalin just
looking at it. Plus what an excellent shot of the missile drive motor
engaging after the kicker has been ignited by the gunners trigger pull.
And looking at that awesome back blast has also reminded me of being
told by the 11-H, Viet Nam guys, that if they were being hit close range
from the rear, the TOW launcher was really two “Very Effective”
weapons in one!

It was absolutely amazing to me just how loud these things are.

Not Really FAV related, but, here is a TOW Score sheet from an indoor
qualification test I took at a later date.
I don’t remember in my class teaching about one’s ability to “Conduct a
System Self Teat” but I guess I remembered how and passed anyway…

It also seems, with some of these documents, spell check technology
at the time was still in its early stages. 

6.
One of the very cool facts of life is that within any large group of people
in this type of surrounding, Military or other, a very small and very
effective unit of “true” car nuts will come together.
I have always been very mechanically inclined and was repairing and
modifying vehicles years before the Army. I took apart my first V8 at
around age 11, but long before then, I knew I had an insatiable desire for
“all things mechanical”
If you had a car in High School, I was one of the guy’s to know.
And no, my first motor did not go back together, Sorry Dad.
This history adventure for me has brought back so many great memories
and experiences of us nuts.
Whether we were in the motor pool or out in the field during our
personal times, climbing all over the FAV’s like kids on Jungle Gyms
and discussing all of the fun, cool technical aspects of these truly special
vehicles.
Even though I was not assigned to the Motor Pool, I remember some
really great times with friends and by myself out in the field, (and also in
the base motor pool when I was able to get away with it), where I was
able to “tinker” on a very small level trying to learn everything possible
about the FAV’s. Seeing the differences of the civilian VW parts I was
familiar with, versus what the FAV’s had. Trying to understand the
mechanical capabilities and I absolutely had to try to see if I could
extract a couple more HP out of the motor with dwell and timing
adjustments. However, I believe I failed in any HP gain.
I imagine the later FAV’s had a lot more carburetion as I don’t
remember the plug fouling problems I have read about from other
soldier’s stories. In fact I really wanted to install a larger set of

carburetor jets I bought but I never had a long enough “moment alone
time” to put them in.
Also, that probably would have been one of those “frowned upon
activities” mentioned before, kind of like at Ft. Bragg when,
unfortunately, I was not an armorer and they were definitely NOT
impressed with my skills to detail-strip and clean an M-16 trigger group
during weapons inspection, but that’s another story and I still stand by
the fact that my weapon was the cleanest.
It is a lot of fun remembering all the times and adventures with friends,
like our “Late Night Recons” at home and other Bases, exploring
everywhere we could possibly go. Amazing how much fun, especially
the motor pools and outdoor museums, on Military Bases can be at O’
Dark-Thirty! Wow, what awesome history that these memories have
brought back for me.
There is definitely something very cool and very humbling about being
with friends while surrounded by WWII Aircraft and Land equipment all
alone in the middle of the night. Actually opening up and being inside
some of these history treasures, talking about and just trying to imagine
what they and the Soldiers of the past had been through.
To all of them, Thank You.
Other great times have come back with the bivouac FAV experiences.
The early morning breakfasts after wake up exercises are some of my
best FAV memories. It seems now quite the adventure on those cool,
frosty winter mornings breaking down, loading up, and going on to the
next event. Even though I left the Army years ago, the teamwork and
camaraderie that was instilled in me has been very important and what I
learned in the Military has stayed with me to this day.
FAVs, Friends, and Automatic Weapons, what could be better?

The great personal times we had in the field just sitting around joking
about what we could do with the FAVs if we could take them home,
(obviously, with all available Armament & Munitions). We sort of had a
different version of today’s “Neighborhood Watch”
And of course, how we would have “designed this better and that
faster” and other fun “what if’s”.
This picture I found is another good one for me.
Its funny how I can remember really wanting those Bad-Ass custom white rims on
the one I drove. What a great picture.

And since we are at the motor pool, I remember being inside once, as I
was trying not to be removed, watching the mechanics working on the
FAVs and replacing parts. I noticed a printed page of a FAV-Factory
parts price sheet that was stapled to the wall inside the motor pool.

It listed all the FAV parts and their prices. It detailed Bilstein shocks,
VDO gauges, Simpson harnesses and all of the other “Really not Cheap”
hot rod parts that were purchased for the FAV’s. I wish I had a copy of
that!
And as I said, the effective unit of true car nuts will always gather.
Somehow, through my friends and adventures or possibly they just felt
sorry for me while they were sitting, waiting on the side of the road, one
of the FAV fuel gauges with a broken glass from the motor pool ended
up in my V8 Vega project car, (equipped with gas can), that I was
driving that had no fuel gauge.
Top row, third from the right...

I fixed it and it didn’t work quite right of coarse because of the
improper sending unit in the tank. But it registered ¼ tank when full and
I found out through playing around, if the needle bounced off of “E”
when I did a quick stop, I had about ten miles before I was forced to
operate my issued “LPC’s”, (Leather Personnel Carriers), still equipped
with gas can to the nearest gas station… good times for sure.

7. Thank You
Moving on from my sometimes fuzzy journey back to the 80’s, this little
jaunt for me has been an indescribable and fantastic addition to all the
awesome memories that have come back after all these years. And what
also has come back was that great feeling of being part of a unity and a
trust that is hard to explain. I truly believe when a group of Military
Individuals are involved in a mission, the Primary Self Awareness is
“Team”

On a much more serious note, my experience with the FAV (EXP)
program seems, a bit glorified to me with this story.
I need to give a very big Thank You to both the Army and the “Always
First” Battalion that gave me this opportunity, and especially, to the
future Soldiers who actually used these vehicles in harm’s way on the
battlefield.
I was not ever in actual combat, so I cannot even fathom what these and
all other Americans, both past and present, have done and are now doing
for our Freedoms and Beliefs.
To these Men and Women who give their all for what we believe in, it
makes me very proud and very happy to be even a small part of what it
means to be an American Soldier.

To the Webmaster and new Friend for creating the Website I stumbled
upon, to the people I met along the way and for the Honor of Serving in
two of the finest Divisions of our Military,
Thank You for this very special and truly unique experience.

God Bless America

